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Scottish Branch 
 

Annual General Meeting, 16:45, Tuesday 3 December 2019  
Birnam Arts Centre, Birnam, Dunkeld 

 

DRAFT MINUTES 

 

Present:  

Alastair Stevens (AS; Chair) 

John Audsley (JA) 

Chris Conroy (CC) 

Chris Daphne (CD) 

Brian Davidson (BD) 

Ross Gardiner (RG) 

Lorraine Hawkins (LH) 

Jamie Urquhart (JU) 

Alan Wells (AW) 

Keith Williams (KW) 

Richard Wright (RW)

 

 

1. Apologies  

Gareth Bourhill 

Robert Laughton  

Tommy McDermott 

 

2. Draft minutes of AGM held on 21 March 2018 

These were approved by AS, seconded by BD. 

 

3. Approval of accounts 

Accounts were prepared by KW and ER for the 2018 calendar year. The three bank accounts 

previously held by Scottish branch have been amalgamated into a single account. 

 

The combined income plus balance on the accounts at the start of 2018 was £19,389.42. Expenses 

during the year were £1300.21. The closing balance at 31 Dec 2018 was £18,089.21. Two cheques 

issued in 2018 have not been cashed yet and so will fall into the 2019 accounts. 

 

Accounts were approved by LH, seconded by W. 

 

The branch is keen to use some of its reserves to further the aims and objectives of the branch. AS 

noted that there had been no income from National IFM for a few years.  

 

4. Approval of 2020 subscription rate 

Bailiff membership is currently £75 to join, which includes training.  

 

The branch needs to demonstrate value. AW suggested regional meetings are a good way of 

reaching members.  

 

The bailiff manual needs updating, which needs contributions from IFM, FMS and Marine Scotland. 

Should there be an annual assessment for bailiffs? – A 30-question refresher test has been drafted 
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and could be rolled out. Agreement that there should be a refresher exam. Agreed that the 

Enforcement Committee could be tasked with reviewing the manual and the exam and IFM then 

tasked with delivering it.  

 

5. Chairman’s report 

It was Simon McKelvey’s anniversary yesterday, he was the lynch pin of the organisation and I have 

been trying to keep the ship afloat since then. 30 years ago, this was a different branch with a focus 

on scientific staff, but since then it has changed to being almost entirely bailiff-focused. I think it is 

best that we try and get a balance back with all the different roles. We should be working closely 

with FMS and SFCC. 

 

6. Elections 

The full committee stood down. The new committee was appointed as: 

• Chairman – KW was proposed by AS, seconded by LH 

• Vice Chairman – agreed KW would approach Iain McMyn 

• Treasurer - Edward Rush has volunteered 

• Secretary – LH volunteered to continue 

• Committee – additional to the above, JU, CC, RW.  

AS stated he would not re-join the committee. 

 

7. AOB 

KW thanked AS for his hard work for the branch over the years, and in particular for stepping up as 
Chair this last year.  

 


